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ABSTRACT 

This document provides an overview of adaptive process management. Complex business 

processes require dynamical management of a development. The environment for creation 

software products is complex, dynamic and frequently distributed. These characteristics 

need advanced process and workflow management. Adaptive management that uses soft-

ware agents offers this. Intelligent multi-agent systems adapted to management area deals 

better with entire process. Multi-agent systems (MAS) can be applied is several areas and 

several ways to improve process of creation software. This paper summarizes how useful 

can adaptive process management be.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Development of many kinds of product needs a lot of sources. Software product requires 

time, money and other resources to reach the goal. Some years ago software product was 

isolated. Nowadays there is need for more complex software product. More interconnected 

modules cooperate together. More users use the program. And everyone have different 

needs. Thus applications now are more sophisticated and often interconnected each other 

(especially in web or network environment). We can talk about adaptive (or self-adaptive) 

software. This software, the development and business processes are complex and not easy 

for management. To improve process and workflow management we can use adaptive ap-

proach. Agents and multi-agent systems - MAS - can help us several ways. Workflow 

management system (WFMS) is process-oriented task. In next paragraphs we can concen-

trate on the adaptive software and mainly on the adaptive process management.  

2. ADAPTIVE SOFTWARE 

Develop of software is expensive and takes more time. There was designed several ways 

how to reach the goal [7]. Three approaches are this: 

- Classical structured programming – It’s suitable for good designed applications. 

We need to know the plan and the requirements well. And before we start pro-

gramming we have all use cases and complete specification that rarely changes.  



- Object-oriented paradigm brings some positives to build complex software sys-

tems. We can now reorganize and reuse some object. And objects are encapsulated 

with limited interactions with others. From this point of view changes are simpler. 

But still we need, if specifications change-over, complete life-time cycle to rebuild 

the application.  

- The third approach is Adaptive programming. If we use this scheme our software 

can adapt to new conditions. Some changes in operational environment or users’ 

needs dynamically changes software behavior and actions [6]. The software is self-

adaptive if can improve behavior as a respond to change inputs, internal or external 

conditions. Object is the main structural unit in object-oriented software. In adap-

tive or self-adaptive software we can use agents as a higher abstract unit. We can 

use deliberative agent architecture. Agents preserve representation of the environ-

ment and internal states. Then agents construct plans with priority criteria. Internal 

structure of the agent can be programmed potentially also with object-oriented lan-

guages. In agent and mainly MAS construction, we must use some training and 

machine learning techniques. Genetic algorithm and evolution techniques help us 

to construct adaptive software. MAS has base of knowledge and autonomous be-

havior and can act with minimal user interference.  

The way how to create adaptive software is agent approach. Software agent is an entity or 

compute process [9]. The main attributes is autonomous behavior. So agent exists in com-

plex environment and with sensors and effectors put into effect actions to reach the goal. 

High potential is more agents in the environment. We can talk about multi-agent systems. 

The environment can be possible decentralized and distributed with all its benefits. There 

exist several kinds of agents with special tasks.  

In MAS agents cooperate and coordinate actions. This communications must be strictly de-

fined. With Agent communication language (ACL) messages can be in several classic lan-

guages like XML, C++, Java or Prolog. Implementation of adaptive software can be diffi-

cult. There are some frameworks that can help us (for example JADE – Java Agent Devel-

opment framework). Ideals for this target are dynamic programming language (DPL). With 

DPL the program can be change when running (for example can be added some method). 

But still there are risks in management of adaptive software (AS). Many properties are im-

portant – safety, adaptability, dependability, consistency, robustness, availability, correct-

ness and others. For building AS we need not only agent technology. Methods of artificial 

intelligent, social networks, decision or probabilistic theory are also useful.  

Self-adaptive software is useful for dealing with many kinds and forms of software. Very 

useful is in control, sensors, robotics, etc. But we can use an adaptive architecture with 

MAS also for operating and information systems and for management, planning, schedul-

ing, configuration, risk or security systems. These adaptive systems can help us for develop 

and manage business processes.  

3. ADAPTIVE PROCESS MANAGEMENT 

Development in Software Project Management continuously changes and improves. Many 

approaches are commonly used in practice. Software is changing to distributed collabora-

tive projects based on network technologies.  



Adaptive process management describes the life cycle of software systems. This approach 

is effective for adaptive software as well as other types of software. Software Project con-

sist a lot of processes. We can describe all steps of process that leads to complete or partial 

fulfillment as a workflow. Adaptive workflow management (AWFM) has these characte-

ristics: 

- Support dynamic distributed complex processes. 

- Monitoring processes and environment and adapt processes.  

- Plan and schedule agent and respond to agent activities. 

The agent approach is needed in three areas:  

- Definition of workflow process – based on knowledge about specific software 

project.  

- Control and repair of workflow process – as a react to changes in environment or 

in current workflow processes.  

- Reactive scheduling activities of agents – reactive agents (or behavior agents) take 

plans and responds to environment and other agents in MAS. 

The adaptive and reactive control has been motivated primarily in control systems of phys-

ical mechanism and devices (automation, robots, …) [8]. But we can benefits from this in 

control processes. The software agent development covers science segments like AI, social 

networks, psychology, etc. And how we can use MAS in project management and AWFM? 

There are three different approaches [4]. MAS as a facilitate subsystem, MAS covering 

complete management, or MAS as a modeling and enacting technology. Of course combi-

nation of these approaches is possible but complicated. Now we can describe briefly all 

three of these approaches.  

In the first we use agents only as an add-on subsystem for some existing process or 

workflow management system or approach. Different kinds of agents acting between exist-

ing management system and user interface. Agents help to user with some part of man-

agement (quality management, risk management, etc.). This approach allows use agents 

and some adaptive skills with existing management software. But many of benefits of 

MAS are unused. 

The second approach covers MAS as a domain of process management. Different specific 

types of agent are uses to different tasks of process management in different roles. Special-

ly designed agents help to solve problem of risk management, security, resource manage-

ment, etc. In agents (and therefore in management system) are implemented strategies for 

specific management domain. Agents have a task and the system is more role-based than 

process-based. We thing this approach is possible to use in management but dynamic and 

adaptive process management need more.  

Finally there is the third approach. We can use agent technology in the first place as a 

modeling technique. Agent based modeling can represent all entities in process oriented 

approach. When we have all processes modeled in agent based framework, we can use this 

information to construct agents. Derived agents give us support for enacting of processes. 

Risk, resource and others managements supported by specialized agents can be effectively 

used in distributed and dynamic processes.  

Thus we see all three approaches have their plus and minus. But the third approach is for 

us systematic. We can use MAS in both directions: 



- Modeling software and management processes, readjustment, customize and adapt 

processes.  

- Enacting in processes, mechanisms for reactivity (ability to adapt behavior based 

on changes in environment) and dynamical control. 

In Agent-based Adaptive Process Management System (ABAPMS) figured several types 

of agents. Different kinds of managements need specialized kinds of agents. The main 

properties are the same for all agents:  

- Autonomy without human intervention others agents interactions and “intelligent” 

behavior.  

- Social ability to communicate, coordinate and cooperate with other agents (emer-

gence). Interact with humans.   

- Dynamical reactivity and adaptability in changing environment. 

Furthermore agents must be able act to reach the main goal. Deliberative agents in BDI 

theory (belief – desire – intention) act in cycle and adapt the plan to all new situations in 

environment.  

For example in resource management we can use three mainly types of agents. Process 

agent is for workflow management. Repository agent control documents and source code 

repository. And resource agent to manage all types of resources needed in process [4]. Of 

course there must be also others types of agents – like task, tool, personal agents, etc.  

 

 

Figure 1:  Adaptive software management system. 

 

Generally we must use agents in these three ways (Figure 1). The main-core of ABAPMS 

is constructed from agents to observe, plan and deploy [1]. All agents cooperate (we can 

use ACL for transfer defined messages between agents) to the goal.  

In management area of software project are risks. As we suggested in distributed environ-

ment that dynamical changes we (or our software) must react. With classical process or 

role oriented management changes are problem that cost time and money (or potentially 

prestige of company). If Agent-based Adaptive Process Management System is used, we 

can adapt to new conditions more quickly.  



4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have described potential and characteristics of the adaptive project and 

process management. For this task we can use software agents. This can really help us to 

control workflow in processes. In the modern distributed environment we must adapt man-

agement and development processes to the new situation. And this described system can 

help us with this no easy task.   
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